The upper 1/5 have 4% of the income and the lower 1/5 have 2%-slightly worse than before the New Deal.

The above quote is from Fred Harris, who campaigned through Providence last Monday, September 22.

Fred Harris is one of the seven men who are presently competing for the United States Presidential Democratic nomination. The others are Shriver, Brandao, Jackson, Udall, Carter, and Sanford.

Fred Harris was "The Senator from Oklahoma" for eight years. He was the chairman of the Democratic National Committee from '68 to '70, during that time he appointed many committee members who were to form the party rule for selection of delegates. He participated in the riot commission, that studied and made recommendations on the riots of '67 ("civil disorders are caused more by white riots than by outside agitators"). Mr. Harris even ran for President, "I would create 2 million public service jobs."

Fred Harris is a populist. He is the son of an Oklahoma farmer whose allegiance has remained with the people and not to elite interests. He speaks against large corporations that have destroyed competition among themselves and manipulated foreign and domestic governments for their own ends. Previously, candidates who chose not to support corporate activities were unable to obtain sufficient financial backing. The new financing legislation of presidential elections now gives a candidate who is unlikely to attract large sums from business organizations a chance to win.

Issues And Answers

Energy
Conservation is the key. For the short term, hydrogen, coal, and solar power may be the answer. For the long term, we must learn to use solar power in addition to whatever source of energy may be discovered. Eliminate commercial rates for business. Limit minimum MPG of all U.S. cars to 22. Prohibit fuel pass through costs that utilities presently operate with. Consider public ownership of utilities as a solution to so called "low profit margin."

Food
We should eliminate food stamps. We should raise money directly to those eligible for food stamps. Eliminate a useless bureaucracy. The food stamps program was originally intended to help the government get rid of surplus food stuffs—that situation no longer exists.

Jobs
We should commit ourselves to full employment. In a nation that fosters the work ethic it is a terrible thing to be unemployed. I would create 2 million public service jobs. I would finance this project by taking the rich off welfare. ("There were 25 millionaires who paid no income tax last year—the major oil companies paid 8 times more tax to foreign governments than they did to the U.S. government."

Health Care
There should be universal health care that would be paid out of "progressive" income tax instead of the income tax or Social Security tax.

Defense
We should and can cut the defense budget 14.7 billion dollars. I would eliminate the B-1 bomber. Defense workers could be producing mass transit systems or energy alternatives, those who need to be unemployed.

Gasoline
The proposed decontrolling of domestic crude oil would put the burden on the consumer. The government and "Wall Street William Simon" are on the corporate side. We should control gasoline prices.

Imperial Presidency
There has not been a citizen president since Harry Truman. The election of William Darkevitch in New Hampshire should be a message to those who feel that economic and political democracy is dead.

Foreign Policy
It is not in our interest to support any dictator who can afford a pair of sunglasses. There must be a foreign policy based on principle. We can not operate outside the borders of this country with a different set of principles than those that we operate inside this country with. We should seek to internationalize solutions. We should not seek secret bilateral agreements. Announce in public the goals of our foreign policy. Get government consent for all foreign policy.

QUOTEs
"The trend for the last 50 to 75 years is one that has failed to harness corporate growth. After the New Deal we got more into regulation and programming than into redistribution of wealth.

"Smallness is best. The Department of Agriculture itself, under Butz, says that the most efficient farm unit is the one and two family unit. It still is, and yet what you've got is the Tennessee and Dill Bowsells and that crowd taking over. Not because they're more efficient at farming—but because they are more efficient at farming the government.

"It is strange that those who say they believe in the free enterprise system take a very Marxist line when they say that in a capitalist system you can't have full employment.'"—Rolling Stone, May 5, 1975, Tom Hayden
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Freshmen Please Remember To Vote

Bryant College is currently in controversy over the refusal of the College to permit the food trucks to return to campus to conduct business. After allowing the trucks to serve the Bryant Community for four years, the Office of Student Affairs decided because of a student development, that it would be best if the trucks did not re enter. The student development is the opening of a Deli-Grinder shop by the student corporation BRYCUG.

Frank and Fran Martinelli, the owners of the Silver Truck, have been the only food service truck to actually operate a college campus. They claim that the college, through the Office of Student Affairs (more specifically through Peter Barlow), gave them permission to operate from September 28, 1975, to return to campus. In the fall however, when they attempted to return in September they were turned away at the security booth. The College claims that Mr. Barlow only implied that as far as the college was concerned there were no problems, and that in fact Mr. Barlow cannot give the proper authorization. The college must be obtained by Doctor Fullerston. Although the college is not legally obligated to inform the trucks of any changes the college did indeed, through Ms. Carmen Jordan convey the message to the truck owners prior to the start of the academic year.

The owners of the Silver Truck believe that this action by the college is an infringement upon the free-enterprise system and the spirit of competition. Since Bryant is a business school, the Martinelli's feel that there, more than elsewhere, business competition and enterprise should be encouraged. However, the College contends that competition exists only in the open marketplace. Bryant College is a private entity that manages its Corporate affairs. Bryant exists not only to the extent that we decide who will compete, but to the spirit of doing business with or for the College. They also feel that it is professionally indefensible to allow outside groups or organizations to conduct business on or with our
Keep the Faith

I hope that the controversy surrounding the food trucks and the County Comfort operation is over. The college is within its rights to dictate whether or not the trucks can conduct business on campus, and the Town of Smithfield has ruled that the trucks cannot legally operate in the John Mounsey area.

That question has been answered, but I still question the reasoning behind not allowing the student a choice. We are not only adults, but we are business-minded adults capable of realizing that our patronage of BRYCOL will ultimately benefit us. We realize that as a non-profit organization BRYCOL's marginal revenue will be returned to the corporation and invested in providing more services for the student. We also feel the absence of a Rathshefter and appreciate the speedy renovation of the Coffee House not only as an alternative, but as a GOOD alternative.

In this case, the College yielded to its desire to dictate what's best for students. If the college had refrained and given the students the benefit of the doubt, it might have saved itself from this unnecessary publicity and community alienation.

VAB
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Dear Editor,

That is the question. Recently the Bryant College Student Affairs office has decided that it was not in the best interest of the student body to allow student organizations to serve hard liquor at parties. According to the town of Smithfield, the organization may obtain a 24-hour temporary license to serve hard liquor at parties. The college has decided that this approval is obtained from the Bryant College Student Affairs office after Student Affairs has justified it. They feel that many students are not capable of handling hard liquor. They state that at least once a year an incident will occur with someone drinking to a dangerous level. Considering the atmosphere on and off the campus, we think this is a remarkably small percentage.

The ban on intramural sports programs should have been cancelled long ago, due to injuries.

Another reason stated by the Student Affairs office is that they do not wish to see the campus turned into "bar rooms." We would really like to know how weekend parties turn the dorms into "bar rooms." It is decisions like this that force students to leave campus and seek someplace to satisfy their needs and desires. We can weary heart those Quality of Student Life. Can they really believe that removing hard liquor from parties will help the situation at Bryant? People who do not like beer or wine will either drink in their rooms, or turn to something else.

The College seems to always try to take away what little social life we do have. The facilities at Bryant are already lacking in many things, must they do the same to our social life? If the state approves of drinking hard alcohol at age 18, why does Bryant feel they have the right to limit it?

We do recognize that the Student Affairs has responsibility to its students, but should they try to be our Baby Sitters? We say Yes, this is ridiculous. When we get to the point in an institution of higher learning where the Administration parallels a high school principal, then something has to change. We are told as freshmen that we are here to gain a degree through study and use of the classroom and through the "College Living Experience." We are also taught to think for ourselves, but here at Bryant they prefer to do it for you.

Having mixed drinks at parties is a matter that is important to us, but more important is that we decide for ourselves. Prohibitions failed to stop the students, and if they truly desire, can Bryant Affairs honestly believe that this decision is in their best interests? WE DON'T!!

Lisa Brown, President

Student Senate

Dave Kicknolle, President

Green Letter Council

-----

Unnecessary Hassles

Dear Editor,

I am presently a coach for one of the girls intramural volleyball teams. During one of our practice games, the volleyball was accidentally hit into the bleachers and could not be retrieved.

I approached the manager of the gym, Mr. Joseph F. Fowlkes, and asked for a replacement volleyball. He told me that I would have to get the first ball down from the bleachers before I could have a second ball. After many fruitless attempts, I still had not gotten the ball and I approached Mr. Fowlkes again. He refused to give me another volleyball and had the audacity to say that what was most important was a ball caught in the bleachers.

I imitated that I was trying to tip an item off which was not the case, I was willing to retrieve the volleyball, but he had supplied the necessary equipment, such as a ladder. At this point, Mr. Fowlkes told me that I would have to pay for the volleyball or I could not have the ball back that was taken on last. After continuous arguments, he gave me the ball back, but he told me that I could never get another volleyball from him again.

This is an account of the incapabilities of Mr. Fowlkes. I have heard of numerous other, and other similar incidents. Mr. Fowlkes is here to perform a duty for the student body. It saddens me that he is not fulfilling this duty of a student affairs worker. Services of his type are not needed here at Bryant College. I believe that I can get a number of other students to back me up on this matter.

Bill Carleliego

-----

HELP!

My name is Richard Dowd and I have been recently selected chairman of the Buildings and Grounds committee of the Student Senate. If, if, if, if you have ever had something stolen from your room or car and Bryant security hasn't been the answer; if you have ever wondered why there aren't more tennis courts or why the costs we now have are not litif. I am looking for your help, not so much that I need it, but, because eventually you and future Bryant students will need it.

I am seeking support from all segments of the Bryant community with this committee. I am looking for people who would like to work with the Student Senate and Grounds committee and attempt to solve some of the problems that have been mentioned. If you have any questions or ideas concerning the committee, please feel free to contact me at: 321.320.1234

Bill Carleliego
The Accounting Association
by Cindy Machado

What is the largest and most active club on campus? Right -- the Accounting Association. Last fall the club had a total of 112 dues-paying members. This year so far, the figure looks even more promising; at its first meeting 168 people attended.

In just a year, you don't know, the purpose of the Accounting Association is to familiarize accounting majors with the different fields of accounting. This is accomplished through listening to speakers while they're own experiences, which in turn, gives the accounting major a general idea of what particular branch of accounting he or she may be interested in pursuing as a career. The Accounting Association may be the answer to help you channel your interests into one certain direction.

The officers of the Association are: Roger Nadeau, President; Sue Kaplan, Vice-President; Kurt Nyman, Treasurer; and Mary Kelly, Secretary. The Board of Directors is composed of Yvonne Leseaque, Mike Steinberg, and Gail Kinkade. Their advisor is Mr. Petrow.

General meetings are held on the first and third Mondays of each month in the faculty dining room, and open board meetings are held on the second and fourth Mondays in the Commuter Lounge.

There are several very interesting activities planned for this year, most of which will not only prove to be enjoyment but also of benefit to those attending. On October 15 a dinner will be held at a local restaurant (to be announced) to be a big social gathering with 178 CPAs on the invitation list. This CPA dinner will be from both large and small accounting firms. The main purpose of this memorable evening will be to meet with these people and have them view them on a one-to-one level. Many accounting firms cannot

The Open End
Needs You

Many students on our campus often have many questions about sex, drugs, and other subjects. Many of these same students do not know where they can find the answers to these questions. That is what the Open End is all about. The Open End is a student-to-student peer counseling service and information center. The Open End is there to help you find answers to specific questions and to listen, something that not everyone can do. We don't claim to have all the answers, but we do claim we can help you find them. And besides, that we like to listen, because we like people to listen to us.

The problem now is that in order to be able to provide this service this year, we need people. Not just any people, but special people. People who care about the other guy, and people who care about the college life which we all share. The Open End needs residents and commuters, upperclassmen and underclassmen.

So if you're willing to go through a screening training program and have the ability to do a little work to help others, come and see us. There will be a meeting on Tuesday, September 30, at 3:30 p.m., in the Commuter Lounge, above the Game Room. At the meeting your questions will be answered about the Open End. Bill Bryan, the new Director of Counseling, will be there. He is also directing the Open End. If you can't make the meeting on Tuesday, stop by Bill's office and let him know that you are interested. He will be glad to talk to you. Bill's office is on the third floor, right across from the Burrey's office. If you would like to help, we can use you. Once again, that meeting is on Tuesday, September 30, at 3:30 p.m., in the Commuter Lounge. See you there.

Counseling Program Notes:
Mrs. Rose J. Perkins will be interning in the Counseling Office this fall semester. She received her M.A. in Counseling from the University of Colorado in 1961, and she is trained in Transactional Analysis. This internship is part of her advanced graduate studies program at Rhode Island College. Rose is looking forward to providing individual counseling services, and also group counseling in conjunction with Bill Bryan in such areas as study habits, poor counseling, and interpersonal communications.

She will be available in the Counseling Office (opposite the Business Offices) on Tuesday and Friday from 9 to 12, and Thursday afternoons 2 to 5:30.

Other Notes:
Hours for the Counseling Office are M, T, W, Th, F: 8:30-4:30, and Tuesday 2:00-9:00.

The phone number for the office has just been changed to 342.

The Open End program will be starting up soon again, and a call for volunteers will go out shortly.

Bryant Women's Association

The executive board of the Bryant Women's Association met on Thursday evening, September 11, to prepare their program for the 1976-77 year.

Since the purpose of the association is to enable its members to become acquainted with the entire Bryant community, social as well as fund-raising events have been scheduled. The Bryant Women's Association will award its first annual scholarship at the President's Reception on Sunday, September 28. The officers for the new term are: Rose Olds: President; Mary Ding: Recording Secretary; Elizabeth Sede: Corresponding Secretary.

If you have any questions, please contact me. I would appreciate your information and student organizations of this change.
Transcendental Meditation
by Paul Demers

Being feeling down lately? Need to relax or just break away from the routine? Transcendental Meditation (TM) might be the answer. It's a simple technique that helps people to reach a "source of thought" and enables them to think more clearly and with less stress.

TM, for all you business people, is the latest in a series of "Trade Marks," but it stands instead for Transcendental Meditation. This article will explore how TM helps people to reach the "source of thought" and enables them to think more clearly and with less stress.

Washington - Former President Gerald Ford moved into the White House, relations with Cuba have been extremely warming. Washington and Havana are not exactly kissing cousins yet, but things are definitely improving. Premier Fidel Castro, for example, has returned a few fisticajers along with his 580,000 subsidy in record time. While important differences between the two countries remain in endless committee meetings, the tobacco bill zipped through Congress, bending the rules as it went. Rep. Walter Jones, D-N.C., starting the uneventful extraordinary measure of call for the House with the Getting the whole of the bicameral Congress of Cuba. W h at's behind it all? Why does Fidel Castro even friendly relations with a country that has so consistently been such an old enemy of the United States? What can we say about this new, more cooperative era with Cuba?

We've spoken to a number of intelligence sources, and to prominent people who have recently visited Cuba. One after another, the same thing: Castro has little desire to sell sugar to any other Cuban product, to the United States. He wants to buy American-made products.

Castro is especially interested in medical supplies, beef and farm products. He's tired of the inferior vehicles he's been getting from Europe, too. The new country wants to buy American-made trucks.

He may say what he wants. Senators Ted Kennedy, D-Mass., and James Abourezk, D-S.D., have almost passed legislation that would urge restrictions on exports to Cuba. These bills are now under consideration by a Senate committee.
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Marketing Club News

The Marketing Club held its fall mixer on the evening of September 17. There was a large student attendance as well as attendance by the Marketing Department faculty members. We hope to have a very exciting interesting year including guest speakers, films, and field trips. The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 1, at 3:15, in Room 244. Students wishing to join the club are also cordially invited.
- Tau Epsilon Phi -

The Brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi would like to announce that our annual smoker will be held on Tuesday, September 26, 1975. We will meet in the commuter lounge at 8 p.m. Free beer, food, and entertainment will be provided to all who attend. All freshmen and independents are urged not to miss this event.

This weekend TEP will have a party on Saturday night. So come up to Dorm 1, 3rd floor and meet the Brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi.

Kappa Tau -

The Brothers of Kappa Tau would like to thank all freshmen and independents for making our first two happy hours a success. KT will hold its third happy hour on Friday, September 26, and a party on Saturday the 27th (Dorm 3, 2nd floor). All are welcome.

KT started off the fall season with a 13 to 7 victory. All are looking at this season optimistically. KT's bowling team is looking good and hopes to repeat its bowling championship of last semester.

- Phi Epsilon Pi -

Our football season opened with a 6-0 victory over TEP. Our touchdown was scored on a 1 yard quarterback sneak by Dave Plante. Greg Howert was defensive player of the game with 3 sacks of the quarterback.

Our second game was a 3-0 loss to Delta Sig on a last second field goal. This left our record at 1-1.

- Tau Kappa Epsilon -

The brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon would like to remind all of our upcoming Freshman, Queen, Weekend with Delta Sigma Phi and Sigma Iota Xi. This is the first big event of the year, so don't miss it. All further information will be available this week.

TKE's football team is off to another fine start this year with two victories. Our two shutout victories were sparked by an excited defense that accounted for three of our touchdowns and set up our other scoring drive which led to a fieldgoal.

We would also like to welcome all to our HAPPY HOUR this Friday and to our PARTY the Saturday, or any other time in DORM 2, 2nd floor to meet the Brothers of TKE. We would also like to remind you of our annual smoker held on Thursday, October 9. Hope to see you there.

- Sigma Iota Xi -

So far, the sisters of SIX are enjoying a successful season in volleyball. The A team remains undefeated, while the B team only carries one loss. Good Luck, SIX!!!!!

Freshmen Queen weekend will be one of our major sponsoring events this semester. Along with TKE and Delta Sig, we hope all will participate in the activities planned.

The sisters are once again on the move with Happy Hours and get togethers. Last week our sorority punch party was such a hazzard time, we decided to invite all of you to come meet with the sisters and enjoy some partying with us.

- Beta Sigma Chi -

The brothers of BETA welcome all freshmen and independents to their Happy Hour this Friday. Free beer, hot dogs, pretzels, and a good time is a guarantee for all that attend. Also, the brothers are planning an open party for this weekend. This event will take place on Saturday night starting at 9 p.m. and continuing till people drop. So everyone come up to DORM ONE, the FOURTH FLOOR and enjoy the people, the music, the dancing, the beer, the wine, and the punch.

The brothers lost their first football game to Kappa Tau. The final score was 13 to 7. Beta took the first half lead on a 1 yard touchdown pass from Norman "Gloomske" Mort to Bob "Log" Foster and the extra point was added by Stan "Firebird" Kuchinsky. The defense played excellent as evidenced by their 6 interceptions. Playing excellent for the defense were line backers Frank "Stoney" Godfrey, Kurt "Wiresdown" Suter, and Marty Schwartz. The brothers play TKE on Monday.

The brothers of BETA are currently sponsoring two bowling teams on Tuesday nights. Bowling for the A team are Stan Kuchinsky, Norman Mark, Bob Foster, and anchorman Joe Kubinsky. Making the B squad were Sarge Cotts, "Auntie" Godfrey, Rob "Yema" Cohen, and Kent Suter. High game last week for the A team was Stan with a 196 and for the B team was Sarge with a 190. The brothers won 5 out of 8 games for their competition. This week the A team takes on their tough, intangibly beautiful B team.

So, the brothers wish good luck to Delta Sigma Phi, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Sigma Iota Xi, sponsors of the weekend.
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in a
peasant’s
garden
by eileen pulaski

The sun has shattered the day into a million glinting minutes, each a treasure in itself, take the day as a gift and use the day for all it’s worth and when night falls upon the land breathe deeply the gathered darkness and be content with the evening star....

...and he let her sleep, quietly, wrapped in his mantle of woolen light...

Trinity Square
Announces 12th Season

Trinity Square Repertory Company’s 12th Providence season of six plays will begin on Friday, October 10, in the Upstairs Lederer Theatre, 201 Washington Street, with the first performance of "Cathedral of Ice," by Brown University professor and poet James Schirvill, directed by Adrián Hall, the Company's founder and director.

A world premiere dealing with history's fantasies of power, both comic and tragic, this production will also involve public discussion sessions, workshops and exhibits on the theme of "The Sources, Problems, and Dangers of Power," a project funded by the Rhode Island Committee for the Humanities.

Through the months of November, December, and January, the Company will present two plays in tribute to playwright Lillian Hellman; "Another Part of the Forest" and "Little Foxes." "Miss Helen Clay Frick," is one of the most important American playwrights of our time," comments Adrián Hall, "and she writes wonderful plays!" In this Bicentennial year and National Women's year, it seems the perfect time to bring her plays to our audience.

The remaining productions will be, in the upstairs theatre: a revival of An American Tragedy and "Bastard Son," a new work aboutgangsters, by Benjamin Franklin by Richard Lee Marks; and in the downstairs playhouse, "Fuselage Childbirth and the Works," a new play by Adrián Hall and Richard Cunningham based on the novel by James Purdy.

MOVIE REVIEW

"Love and Death"

If you write yourself as being late, then I have just the thing for you. Although it’s not a cure, it sure can be used to your advantage. What I’m talking about is the movie, "Love and Death," starring Woody Allen and Diane Keaton. As in All Woody Allen movies, the plot is just pure laughter. Since there is no plot, you can be late, but why miss a few extra chuckles.

The movie centers around the domestic misadventures during the Napoleonic wars. Diane Keaton is a mismatch as well as Allen’s childhood schoolmates. This only because we are told that Woody is forced to serve in the Russian military. The only problem is that he is Russia’s first conscientious objector. The army goes left and Allen literally goes right. If this is pure comedy as it falls apart and he is shot from a cannon. Even though this type humor is "old enough to vote," Allen gives it that certain flair, which makes it seem new and exciting.

As far as love goes, Miss Keaton is married to a Hering magnate. Since ranging husbands doesn’t book her, she has one affair after another. When hubby dies, she is free to remarry. This same year Allen returns from war as the most decorated man.

After a gun duel, Allen marries Keaton. Allen considers this marital bliss, but Keaton is suffering because she has to lose her freedom. Finally things do look bright, and a marriage of platonic love begins. But a simple marriage could not be consummated. They decide to imitate Napoleon to end the constant warfare.

So off they go to kill Napoleon. Allen is an ambassador from Spain and Keaton poxes as his sister. Since she is also single, Napoleon makes sexual advances. The moment that they are written for, with Napoleon isolated from his army so the animation can be carried out... For the outcome, go see the movie. It is playing at the Show Case Cinema in Seekonk.

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE WILL
BEGIN TO RETURN ALL
UNSOLD TEXTBOOKS

I'WEDNESDAY OCT. 1

PLEASE BUT OUT ANY BOOK
YOU MAY STILL
REQUIRE.
Sisterhood As A Social Value

by Joan Manella

Most disturbing is the finding from the Survey of Moral Attitudes among Bryant Women of the decline of the value of sisterhood here. Some serious questions are raised by this discovery.

Sisterhood is the "social glue" of the women's movement. What is happening on campus to diminish its cohesive force?

We refer not simply to that sense of belonging to a specific organization but to membership in a physical and spiritual community of women, cut across age, racial, and socio-economic boundaries. Essentially, sisterhood means membership in a powerful support group, the purpose of which is sharing of knowledge and techniques for the advancement of women in society.

In his controversial (and hated) book, MEN IN GROUPS, Lionel Tiger names the male bonding process as the critical means by which men protect themselves in the hunt, and later it becomes political and economic support. The separate and isolated life style of women disallows opportunities to provide support for each other by which to develop this sense of mutual identification. An absence of bonding among women, according to Tiger, clearly shows them to be poorly equipped to become leaders in all sectors of society.

We challenge neither the existence nor the potency of male bonding but do argue strongly for the development of female bonding. A tacit understanding among men is to "take care of the boys." Women, too, must develop this peer loyalty and be willing to spend energy in its service.

College women clearly have a mission to lead in shaping social values. A few short years ago, non-college women opposed the women's movement but are now beginning to see the "cents" in movements and are becoming advocates of the economic goal.

Women college students must be alerted to the power to be drawn from their sexual community and of the reservoir of individual confidence and dignity therein. This awareness is called Sisterhood.

Sisterhood, in this sense, for women faculty may be inferred from the survey? We wish to argue that it is the breakthrough concept of sisterhood in theory and practice. To support this appeal, we cite not a feminist writer, but Erik Erikson, a psychosocialist of world renown. Erikson was challenged by feminists for his emphasis on the importance of traditional femininity and for his plea for improved "unser tranquility" of the ideal woman. In his latest work, LIFE CYCLE AND THE HISTORICAL MOMENT, Erikson links individual personality development and social struggle. Assertive women are denied the struggle for changing social values.

Education is charged by Erikson with an ethical mandate for the process by which values are formed and transmitted in society.

Wintersession 1976

Plans are now being made for a second study-day to be held in January, 1976, in Ireland.

Besides the three-week course for which three academic credits are transferable, the tour will include a visit to the poet Yeats' country, a medieval castle, and authentic surroundings at the famous Bunratty Castle, as well as visits to places of historical, literary and cultural associations.

The course will include lectures on economics, politics, government, sociology, and literature pertaining to Ireland.

Weekly trips to London, Paris, and other European cities may be arranged in Dublin at extra, but exceptionally reasonable, cost.

All students interested in this program should contact Mr. Robert Bert, Chair, English Department in Room 322 before the end of this month.
The meeting was called to order in Room 396 at 3:30 by Scott Matty, Vice-President. The minutes were not accepted because they weren’t typed up.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL REPORT

Lisa Brown, President, brought Lynn Anderson’s and Lee Schnieder’s resignations to the Senate’s attention. Both submitted letters and they were distributed prior to the meeting. Both resignations were accepted.

Lisa Brown asked for a senior senator to volunteer to attend the alumni board meeting with her.

Scott Matty announced the selection of the Constitution Committee, and stated that when freshmen were elected he would recruit two from that group. Senators were also reminded to get in touch with their teachers in the Faculty Liaison program.

Tim Banning, Treasurer, said that as long as the Senate contributes money to the radio station every year that it might be possible for the Radio Station to give the Senate air time. The Senate gives $750 a year.

OLD BUSINESS

Keith Mahler stated that the Fabulous Rhinestones concert was well received. The Senate made $300 from the sale of beer.

Rudy Powers brought up the possibility of a Night at the Races. $325 would have to be allocated to take care of expenses. The desired money for supplies and such would come from new project funds. The tentative date is October 23 in the rotunda and auditorium.

NEW BUSINESS

Doctor Fullerton and Tom Scott attended the Senate meeting to answer questions concerning the Student Center Building and the Committee’s actions. They both expressed concern over the cost of the original center building and the fear of overextending the college at a time when enrollment is expected to drop. Any student is welcome to contact either Doctor Fullerton or Tom Scott if they have a question, and Bob Dowly volunteered to keep the Senate informed of future developments.

"I'd like to help, but I'm just one person."

Do you really think God will accept that?

Maybe you can’t help others all by yourself. That’s no excuse for doing nothing. Join with others at your local synagogue or church. There’s plenty you can do together. Example: In Wisconsin, one religious group set up a halfway house to help women parolees fit themselves back into society. The God we worship expects us to seek out those who need our help, and to help them.

Start treating your brothers and sisters like brothers and sisters.

END OF MEETING

Mr. Sandwich Welcomes
BRYANT STUDENTS

SANDWICHES TO SUIT YOUR TASTE
DOUGLAS PIKE
7 DAYS A WEEK
10 am - 2 am

$33,500,000
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these sources researched and compiled as of September 3, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
393 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103

☐ I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
☐ [Check or money order — no cash, please.]
☐ (Check or money order — no cash, please.)
☐ Please rush your current list of unclaimed scholarships sources to:
☐ [Check or money order — no cash, please.]

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Credit Card No.
Address
City
State
Zip

MR. SANDWICH WELCOMES BRYANT STUDENTS

SANDWICHES TO SUIT YOUR TASTE

DOUGLAS PIKE

7 DAYS A WEEK

10 am - 2 am

Eating Place

1460 MINERAL SPRING AVE. N. PROVIDENCE

OPEN ALL NIGHT

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

BREAKFAST SANDWICHES

and DINNERS

served

ALL NIGHT

next week’s movies of the week

Sunday Conrack

Wednesday Serpico

will be shown at 7:30 and 9:00
The month of October is about to roll in, and like every year this brings to a start the major league playoffs. Oakland will be trying for a fourth straight championship. Their first obstacle will be the Boston Red Sox. The Green Red Sox have been the surprise team in the east. Their main weapon is a highly potent offense, the players are outstanding in a group of young players including Fred Lynn and recently injured Jim Rice. They also have a fine defense that is solidified by the play of Rick Burleson and Denny Doyle. It's main weakness is in the pitching staff. They have no real stopper in their frontline pitching, and their bullpen is even more of a problem spot. Boston has a lot of power and punch, but with their inconsistency it's staff they are.

The Oakland A's are a very sound team. They have two very fine pitchers in Ken Holtzman and Vida Blue. Their most important pitching asset is Rollie Fingers. As a reliever in the league's final series, he'll probably appear in every game. If necessary, Oakland has some power of its own generated through the bats of Reggie Jackson, Gene Tenace, clutch Sal Bando, and Claudell Washington. There is also the running and fielding of Bert Campaneris plus a great money player in Joe Rudi. This team can hit, run, field, and throw a strong mound corps. Oakland has a good track record to go on plus one ace in the hole with Rollie Fingers.

The prediction here is the A's defending their A.S. title once again in four games.

In the National League, the Reds will be looking to avenge their previous world series loss in six games to the A's in 1972. The Reds ran away with the Western Division. There is tremendous hitting all through the lineup, especially their top four. They include Johnny Bench, Pete Rose, Tony Perez and perhaps the first 5'7" M.V.P. in years, Joe Morgan. Joe keys this team as he hits homers, drives in runs, steals bases, and seems to score practically everytime he gets on base. Anot her big asset is the one man who can stop any comedy running game. Johnny Bench sports a cannon that he calls his right arm and he loves to flatter it. The Reds have a real solid pitching staff. There is no real big stopper but they have three fine pitchers in Gary Nolan, Jack Billingham, and their money pitcher Don Gullet. They are complemented very effectively by a three man bullpen headed by Clay Carroll, Sparky Anderson has great confidence in them, in fact he goes to them so often he has acquired the nickname of Captain Hook.

The Pirates will be the team challenging the Reds. They have so many hit batters that many of them are wasted on the bench. They are lead by Manny Sanguillens and Dave Parker. The Pirates as a team have no conception of where the strike zone is. However there are too many guns in their lineup for them not to score runs. The Pirate pitching staff appreciates every run it can get and therefore is very erratic, young, and inexperienced. Jerry Reuss would be to be considered the most consistent Pirate Pitcher. There should be a lot of offensive punch in this series, but most of them will be Cincinnati runs. I see the Reds in a four game series.

In the World Series the A's and Reds are fairly evenly matched. The Reds however have more punch in the lineup up and a fairly potent bullpen to rival the A's. I look for the Reds to stop the A's string at three. The prediction is the Reds in 6.

AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Eastern Division
Buffalo
Miami
New York Jets
New England
Baltimore

Central Division
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Boston
Houston

Western Division
Oakland
Denver
Kansas City
San Diego

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Eastern Division
Washington
Dallas
St. Louis
New York Giants
Philadelphia

Central Division
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Chicago

Western Division
Los Angeles
San Francisco
New Orleans

Oakland Tries 4 Straight

The 1975-76 NFL season has finally begun after a rash of critical pre-season injuries, the second player in the strike in two years, and the usual uneventful exhibition games. Now that we're finally down to the nitty gritty, let's look at the top teams in the AFC and NFC.

The top team in the AFC East appears to be the Buffalo Bills. The Bills defense is as good if not better than in last years. Against the New York Jets, the Buffalo defense intercepted four of Namath passes last week and allowed the Jet rushing attack only 115 yards. Looking at the Bills offense it has the NFL's best running back in O.J. Simpson. O.J. had a superb game last week as the ran for 137 yards. Complementing the Juice is another of the NFL's top running backs, Jim Braxton. When the Bills are not running at their opponents, Q.B. Joe Ferguson is always a threat to throw to his fine receivers like tight end Paul Seymour, wide receiver A.D. Hill or to either Simpson or Braxton coming out of the offensive tackle. Even with injuries to wide receiver Ahmad Rashad and cornerback Rod James, the Bills are sure to be in the thick of things when the season comes to a close.

The Miami Dolphins are no longer the powerhouse team that they have been for the last three years but are still a strong team. The losses of Jim Kikic, Paul Warfield and most importantly Larry Czonka to the Bills, plus injuries to Dick Anderson, Nick Buoniconti and Manny Fernandez have hurt Miami's playoff chances. With any luck, however, the Dolphins still could very well capture the wild card spot in the AFC. In the AFC's central division, the Pittsburgh Steelers have first place wrapped up. With a tenacious defense highlighted by Joe Greene, Ernie Holmes and L.C. Greenwood and an explosive offense consisting of Q.B. Terry Bradshaw, running backs Franco Harris and Rocky Bleier and tight end Frank Lewis, to name a few. The Steelers are a shoe-in to win the central division of the AFC this year, with an easy schedule.

The AFC west is dominated this year as it was the previous year by the Oakland Raiders. With no key injuries going into last year's championship game with Miami, the Raiders should be even stronger than last year. Ken Stabler is probably hasn't dropped a pass since he was there, and Ray Guy is one of the best punters in pro football. With a defense ranked in the top three in football, a tremendous offense, and a relatively easy schedule, the Oakland Raiders may end this season undefeated.

The NFC east is the toughest division to pick. The Washington Redknobs have lost Verlon Biggs for the year but should still be tough. Dallas upset the Rams last week and might be a surprise this year after not making the playoffs last year for the first time in nine years. St. Louis just doesn't have the talent to be a playoff contender and the Eagles and Giants should just worry about selling as many seats as they can.

The central division is all Minnesota. With Fran Tarkenton's arm, Chuck Foreman's legs, and a stingy defense. The Vikings should easily repeat this year as the central division winner.

Although the Los Angeles Rams were upset last week by the Dallas Cowboys, you can still look for the Rams to be one of the winners of the NFC west. James Harris led the Rams to a division championship last year and there is no reason why he can't do it this year, especially with personnel like receivers Jack Snow, Harold Jackson, Berle Jensen, and running backs Larry McCutcheon and Jim Bertelsen. Defensively, the Rams have Jack Youngblood and Ishaw Roberson. Coach Bob Waterman, Olson and Larry Brooks and ends Freddy Dryer and Jim Bunch in the backfield. The opposition's offense with problems.

Ed's NFL Edition

by Jeff Tunis

The NFC east is the toughest division to pick. The Washington Redknobs have lost Verlon Biggs for the year but should still be tough. Dallas upset the Rams last week and might be a surprise this year after not making the playoffs last year for the first time in nine years. St. Louis just doesn't have the talent to be a playoff contender and the Eagles and Giants should just worry about selling as many seats as they can.

The central division is all Minnesota. With Fran Tarkenton's arm, Chuck Foreman's legs, and a stingy defense. The Vikings should easily repeat this year as the central division winner.

Although the Los Angeles Rams were upset last week by the Dallas Cowboys, you can still look for the Rams to be one of the winners of the NFC west. James Harris led the Rams to a division championship last year and there is no reason why he can't do it this year, especially with personnel like receivers Jack Snow, Harold Jackson, Berle Jensen, and running backs Larry McCutcheon and Jim Bertelsen. Defensively, the Rams have Jack Youngblood and Ishaw Roberson. Coach Bob Waterman, Olson and Larry Brooks and ends Freddy Dryer and Jim Bunch in the backfield. The opposition's offense with problems.

What's New

Will have a meeting at 3:00 p.m. on Tuesday, September 15, 205 in Room 255.

TOPICS TO BE PRESENTED
Nominations of Officers
Discussion at Constitution Committee Appointments

COME SEE WHAT'S NEW!
Any one interested in bowling on the bowling team please attend a meeting on:

Tuesday, September 30
Room 345
3 p.m.

Any one interested in bowling on the bowling team please attend a meeting on:

Tuesday, September 30
Room 345
3 p.m.

Karate Club
Bryant College Karate Club announces the start of a new year in Martial Arts training.

Men: Karate classes are being held from 3:30-5:00 on Mondays and Wednesdays in the Men's Exercise Room at the gym.

Women: Learn Chinese Karate from qualified instructors! Classes begin every Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30-6:00 in the Women's Exercise Room.

Clark Blanks
Bryant Newtowners
Regular Season
by Donna Grader
Kathy Sullivan

On Thursday, September 18, the Women's Tennis Team played its first varsity competition. Although none of the matches were won, Holly Norton was pleased with the girls' performance. Most of the matches were very close and there were a few key shots lost which upset the balance. Holly felt the girls were nervous due to the fact that it was their first meet. The upcoming team, Clark University, is a tough team, going undefeated last year. The girls hope to give them some tough competition, however, and they plan to take them again later in the season. The team now has an idea of how they fare playing against competition, and we wish them luck for the rest of their initial season. Yesterday, Bryant played R.L.C.
BRYCOL PRESENTS:  

at the COUNTRY COMFORT:

FRIDAY.. 9 pm - 2 am  
HOT grinders special  
a FREE beer or soda with every grinder purchased

SATURDAY..  
9 pm - 2 am  
HOT grinders  
25¢ beers  
chilled wines by the bottle  
cheeseboards and crackers

SUNDAY..  
9 pm - 1 am  
HOT grinders with free chips  
champagne and wines by the bottle  
cheeseboards and crackers

MONDAY.. 9 pm - 1 am  
25¢ beers - HOT grinders

at the PLANT SHOP:  
10% OFF  
all plants and accessories  
terrariums and hangers  
september 26 - 30

at the JEWELRY SHOP  
see our new 'natural' his/her necklaces  
and mens cuff bracelets  
BICENTENNIAL SPECIAL  
start your own american pewter  
charm bracelet. first charm is free with purchase of bracelet!

at the BOUTIQUE SHOP:  
one - of - a - kind bar decanters and  
gifts at low - low prices.

BRYCOL BOUTIQUE, PLANT, AND JEWELRY SHOP HOURS  
monday 3 - 6  tuesday 12 - 6  wednesday 3 - 6  
thursday 3 - 6  friday 3 - 6  saturday 1 - 5  sunday 1 - 5

BRYCOL STUDENT SERVICES FOUNDATION, INC.  
PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS TO OBTAIN EXPERIENCE IN BUSINESS THROUGH STUDENT CONTROLLED ENTERPRISES AND SERVICES.